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i got this hwid spoofer to play games and it worked like a charm it changed my hwid and it worked
with every game i tried. the only game it didnt work for was fornite because it detects the hwid spoof
by the name (link) of the game. the best part about this hwid spoofer is that is completely free to use
and it's easy to use. you can use this hwid spoofer for free on any game you got banned from and you
can get unban from fortnite, apex, gw2, pubg, battlefield v, metro redux, dota 2, cs:go, and many
other popular games! hwid changer is a free tool that makes it possible to spoof your hardware id
(hwid) or "mac address" (mac) and spoof the system's hardware id (hwid) when the game detects it
as a hardware id. it's similar to the "mac hack" but it's not a plugin. it's a "stand alone" application
that can spoof hwids on any windows computer (any os version from windows 95 to windows 10). this
is a free, stand alone and portable software for changing the hardware id or mac address. it can
change any mac address or hwid (hardware id) used by the operating system and the system will get
by this. it works from windows 95 up to windows 10. it does not require to be plugged to the
computer. it just runs on its own and can be used from usb sticks, pen drives, cd-rom, and dvd-rom
drives. this tool is a free tool for changing the hardware id (hwid) or "mac address" (mac) of the
computer. it's easy to use and it's a stand alone application. it can change any mac address or hwid
(hardware id) used by the operating system and the system will get by this. it's similar to the "mac
hack" but it's not a plugin. it's a "stand alone" application that can spoof hwids on any windows
computer (any os version from windows 95 to windows 10).
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